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In 1935, Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen (EPR) considered two particles in an entangled state of
motion to illustrate why they questioned the completeness of quantum theory. In the past decades,
microscopic systems with entanglement in various degrees of freedom have successfully been gen-
erated, representing compelling evidence to support the completeness of quantum theory. Today,
the generation of an EPR-entangled state of motion of two massive objects of up to the kilogram-
scale seems feasible with state-of-the-art technology. Recently, the generation and verification of
EPR-entangled mirror motion in interferometric gravitational wave detectors was proposed, with
the aim of testing quantum theory in the regime of macroscopic objects, and to make available non-
classical probe systems for future tests of modified quantum theories that include (non-relativistic)
gravity. The work presented here builds on these earlier results and proposes a specific Michelson
interferometer that includes two high-quality laser mirrors of about 0.1 kg mass each. The mirrors
are individually suspended as pendula and located close to each other, and cooled to about 4 K.
The physical concepts for the generation of the EPR-entangled centre of mass motion of these two
mirrors are described. Apart from a test of quantum mechanics in the macroscopic world, the setup
is envisioned to test predictions of yet-to-be-elaborated modified quantum theories that include
gravitational effects.
INTRODUCTION
Quantum theory has been found to be in full agree-
ment with all experimental tests so far. Nevertheless,
modified quantum theories are under development, with
the goal of solving the so-called measurement problem
[1], and providing potential bridges towards a not-yet-
found unified theory of quantum gravity [2]. Solid-state
mechanical systems in pure nonclassical quantum states
of motion, such as squeezed states and entangled states
of motion, constitute interesting probe systems to test
distinct predictions from modified quantum theories. A
prominent example is the effect of gravity decoherence
[3–6], where the system’s own gravitational field is con-
jectured to introduce decoherence to the system’s mo-
tional state. An experimental test in which the motional
degrees of freedom of a micromechanical oscillator are en-
tangled with the presence or absence of a single photon
was proposed in [7]. More recently, it was proposed to
test predictions of an effective Schro¨dinger-Newton equa-
tion for the center of mass motion of a massive object [8].
Here, much heavier mechanical oscillators with eigenfre-
quencies in the audio-band (the lower the better) are pre-
ferred.
One might expect that further tests of macroscopic
quantum mechanics will be proposed that call for heavy
masses in nonclassical states of motion. Pendulum-
suspended massive objects might be appropriate sys-
tems. They could constitute interesting probes of mod-
ified quantum theories because, at Fourier frequencies
above the pendulum eigenfrequency, they act as quasi-
free falling test masses of space-time. This property is
used in gravitational wave detectors [9]. Unfortunately,
pendulum-suspended mirrors usually have a huge ther-
mal excitation and are far from being in a pure quantum
mechanical state.
In a recent series of fascinating experiments, meso-
scopic mechanical oscillators of micrometre sizes and
GHz resonance frequencies were cooled into their quan-
tum ground states [10–12]. The fluctuation of the os-
cillator’s position was thus of the order of the zero-point
fluctuation ∆xˆzpf =
√
h¯/(2mΩ), where m is the motional
mass of the localised acoustic mode, Ω/2pi its resonance
frequency, and h¯ the reduced Planck constant. In all
three experiments the average thermal phonon excita-
tion of the oscillator was below one. At a given tem-
perature T , the thermal occupation of a mechanical os-
cillator according to the Bose-Einstein statistics is given
by n¯ = (eh¯Ω/kT − 1)−1, with k the Boltzmann constant.
As a consequence, lower temperatures are necessary to
achieve the ground state for mechanical oscillators with
lower eigenfrequencies.
The ground state as well as coherent states are pure
quantum states, but they are conventionally regarded
as ‘classical’ since they can be described by positive
Glauber-Sudarshan-P-functions. To produce a nonclas-
sical state, the mechanical state of motion not only
needs to be cooled but also coupled, for instance, to
an optical field. Recently, strong coupling was real-
ized in an optomechanical system with an eigenfrequency
around 80 MHz [13]. In another work, the quantum cou-
pling of a light field to the motion of a membrane (at
about 1.5 MHz), with an effective mass of 7 ng in terms
of radiation pressure noise (quantum back-action), was
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2demonstrated [14], as well as ponderomotively generated
squeezed light in similar regimes [15, 16]. If the coupling
is sufficiently strong, and the initial mechanical and op-
tical states are of high enough purity, radiation pressure
can lead to entanglement between field quadratures of
the reflected light and the mirror’s position and momen-
tum [17–20]. Very recently, entanglement between the
motion of a mechanical oscillator and a propagating mi-
crowave field was generated using an electromechanical
circuit [21]. In principle, such entanglement can be used
to entangle the centre of mass motions of two mechanical
oscillators using a protocol that is called ‘entanglement
swapping’ [22–25], thereby creating a mechanical system
that is directly analogous to the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen
gedanken experiment [26].
Whereas the first proposals for opto-mechanical en-
tanglement generation considered high-finesse cavities to
shield the opto-mechanical system from disturbance by
the environment, Mu¨ller-Ebhardt et al. [27, 28] found
that also an open quantum system, which is realized in a
Michelson interferometer, is also a suitable configuration
to entangle the motion of mirrors. It was shown that
steady-state motional entanglement can even be gener-
ated at room temperature if the information about the
joint mirror motion that is carried away by the light
is continuously acquired by photo-electric detection and
used to define a conditional state of mirror motion. Ad-
ditional requirements are a measurement precision close
to the standard quantum limit (SQL) of an external force
measurement (as defined in [29]), and thus a noise level
from coupling to the environment that is below the SQL.
As shown in [27, 28] it is in principle possible to condi-
tionally prepare kg-sized mirrors that are suspended as
pendula in entangled states with current state-of-the-art
gravitational-wave detector technology.
In this work, the generation of Einstein-Podolsky-
Rosen entangled centre-of-mass motion of two massive
and pendulum-suspended mirrors is discussed, building
on recent proposals mentioned above [27, 28, 30, 31],
and a specific Michelson-interferometer-type setup is pro-
posed. The mirrors considered have masses of the order
of 0.1 kg, where the word ‘massive’ is used as a distinc-
tion from just ‘macroscopic’. The latter is often defined
to be ‘visible to the naked eye’. One might define ‘mas-
sive objects’ to be those whose weight one can feel (>∼
1 g), having eigenfrequencies in the audio-band or even
below.
EINSTEIN-PODOLSKY-ROSEN
ENTANGLEMENT
The purpose of this section is to provide a condensed
description of the phenomenon of EPR entanglement. In
their famous 1935 publication [26], Albert Einstein, Boris
Podolsky, and Nathan Rosen (EPR) considered two par-
ticles in a specific quantum state of motion, which Er-
win Schro¨dinger called an (EPR) ‘entangled’ state in the
same year [32]. EPR used this particular state to high-
light why they believed that quantum theory was incom-
plete. Their belief originated from an apparent inherent
contradiction in quantum theory.
One of the essential features of quantum theory is
Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle [33]. It is well known
that, according to quantum theory, one can not simul-
taneously know the precise position and momentum of
a physical system ‘j ’. The product of the uncertainties,
here given as variances, has a lower bound given by
∆2(xˆj) ·∆2(pˆj) ≥ h¯2/4 . (1)
Quantum theory also requires that no such fundamental
lower bound exist for the uncertainties of the relative po-
sitions and momenta of two (entangled) physical systems
A and B:
∆2(xˆA + xˆB) ·∆2(pˆA − pˆB) ≥ 0 . (2)
Mathematically, both inequalities are direct conse-
quences of the commutation relations
[xˆj , pˆj ] = ih¯ , (3)
[xˆA + xˆB , pˆA − pˆB ] = 0 . (4)
The second commutator can easily be derived from the
first commutator, implying that the two commutators
as well as the two inequalities above are fundamentally
linked in quantum theory. Further, related commutators
are [xˆA − xˆB , pˆA + pˆB ] = 0 and [xˆA + xˆB , pˆA + pˆB ] =
[xˆA − xˆB , pˆA − pˆB ] = 2ih¯. These commutation relations
define what position and momentum information about
the two systems can simultaneously exist, in principle,
and what cannot.
The (apparent) contradiction in quantum theory arises
in the following way. Eq. (4) implies that the sum of posi-
tions and the difference of momenta of two systems A and
B can simultaneously be defined with arbitrary precision.
This vanishing commutator thus allows for ensembles of
pairs where the individual quantities xˆA and −xˆB , as
well as pˆA and pˆB , always have the same eigenvalues. In
such ensembles the two components of a pair simultane-
ously carry some precise position and momentum defini-
tion with respect to each other. From the environment’s
point of view, this allows predicting with certainty the
result of a measurement on A due to a measurement on
B, without disturbing A. EPR argued that this feature is
a sufficient condition for the ‘reality’ of system A’s phys-
ical property, i.e. for the possibility of precisely defining
this observable with respect to the environment before
the measurement. This possibility would simultaneously
3exist for position and momentum, and thus would con-
tradict Eq. (3), which generally implies that the posi-
tion and momentum of any individual system A or B do
not have simultaneous reality. This contradiction is also
known as the ‘EPR paradox’ [34].
To solve this paradox, EPR conjectured that the wave-
function, as defined by quantum theory, does not provide
the full information. This led to a discussion of whether
hidden variables, locally assigned to any system, existed
that needed to be included in a complete theory of quan-
tum mechanics. The experimentally observed violation
of Bell’s inequality [34–36], however, ruled out the exis-
tence of (local) hidden variables. Based on that, we have
to conclude that the assumption made in the introduc-
tion of the paper by EPR is incorrect. Contrary to what
EPR assumed, it is in fact possible to predict the value
of an arbitrary observable of a physical system A with
certainty via a measurement on system B, although this
observable was not defined before the measurement.
The validity of quantum theory has never been put
into question by any experimental result to date. All
experiments that target the quantum uncertainty, be it
a Bell test or a certification of EPR entanglement, fun-
damentally require a statistical approach, i.e. ensemble
measurements. Experiments thus give no information
about the consequences of the quantum uncertainty for
a single representative of the ensemble, and speculations
about these consequences cannot be grounded in direct
physical observations. Nevertheless, it is interesting to
interpret quantum physics regarding these consequences
and to check whether convincing interpretations can be
developed. The insight above – the fact that the possi-
bility of predicting the value of an observable of A with
certainty via a measurement on B does not require this
observable ‘to have reality’ before the measurement –
may lead to the following picture: first, let’s take the
process of spontaneous photon pair production as an ex-
ample for entanglement generation. Spontaneous para-
metric down-conversion is frequently used to produce en-
tangled photon pairs [41–44]. Generally, a ‘spontaneous’
process does not have any reason, i.e. it is not triggered
or influenced at all by the environment. (It is also cor-
rect to say that the ‘reason’ for a spontaneous process
is the vacuum uncertainty that itself is fundamentally
random.) Consequently, before the first interaction of
the new photons with the environment, they are not de-
fined from the environment’s point of view (and the en-
vironment is not defined from the photon pair’s point of
view). From this perspective it becomes conclusive that
two spontaneously generated photons can not have prop-
erties, such as polarizations, that are defined with respect
to the environment, before a first interaction defines these
properties. But the photons’ polarizations may still be
defined with respect to each other, and the first interac-
tion with the environment of one of the photons, i.e. the
first ‘measurement’, defines the corresponding property
Figure 1: (color online). Illustration of the generation of
(non-maximally) EPR-entangled light fields from two (non-
maximally) squeezed input fields. The ellipses and the circles
display simplified sketches of quantum uncertainties in terms
of cuts through the quasi-probability distributions (Wigner
functions) in phase space spanned by the amplitude quadra-
ture Xˆ1 (∼ xˆ) and the phase quadrature Xˆ2 (∼ pˆ). The
dashed circle represents the vacuum (ground-state) uncer-
tainty. When two squeezed input fields (here without coherent
displacement) are superposed on a (balanced) beam splitter,
the two output fields individually show a rather large ther-
mal uncertainty area, and are entangled [37–40]. (The ‘+pi’
phase flip for one of the beam splitter reflections preserves
energy conservation.) If measurements on system B allow in-
ference of the corresponding measurement result on system
A with an uncertainty below the vacuum state uncertainty,
the state is even EPR entangled. The vertical line in B’s
phase space uncertainty represents the result of an amplitude
quadrature measurement. Such a measurement implies zero
information about the state’s phase quadrature. Since B’s
and A’s amplitude uncertainties are dominated by the phase-
squeezed input, their amplitude quadrature measurements are
correlated. In fact, a result at B allows us to infer a result
at A with a remaining uncertainty that corresponds to the
squeezed uncertainty of the amplitude-squeezed input. This
uncertainty is indicated by the three vertical lines at A. The
situation is similar for phase quadrature measurements, only
those are anti-correlated, due to energy conservation and the
consequent phase flip at the beam splitter. Since the infer-
ence uncertainties ∆xˆA|B and ∆pˆA|B are smaller than the
vacuum uncertainty, EPR entanglement is certified [37]. For
infinitely strong input squeezing the uncertainties ∆xˆA|B and
∆pˆA|B approach zero and thus resemble maximal EPR entan-
glement and the commutation relation [xˆA+xˆB , pˆA− pˆB ] = 0.
Note that in this case the local thermal uncertainties of the
systems A and B are of infinite size.
of both. Let’s now consider an entangled state of motion.
The entangled systems do not have individual positions
or momenta that are defined with respect to the environ-
ment before the first interaction, but their positions and
momenta may be defined mutually, i.e. with respect to
each other. The basis for such mutual correlations can
be due to a joint origin, as it is the case for spontaneous
4pair production, or due to a force that acted between the
systems in the past, as it is envisaged for entangling the
motion of heavy objects. In any case, the first interac-
tion with the environment destroys the entanglement and
provides information about the position (or momentum)
of one of the systems, and instantaneously also infor-
mation about the second system. From this picture it
may be concluded that maximally entangled systems do
not have respective physical properties such as individual
positions or individual momenta at all. For systems that
are less than maximally entangled, this statement needs
to be weakened. In this case the uncertainties/variances
in the measurement results of their individual proper-
ties describe a finite phase space region within which a
definition of the observables does not exist. Abandon-
ing ‘reality’ before the first interaction resolves the EPR
paradox described above.
EPR entanglement was observed with position and
momentum-like continuous variables in a variety of ex-
periments [38–40, 45–50]. Fig. 1 illustrates the EPR en-
tanglement in terms of continuous (Gaussian) variables
in optical experiments [38, 39, 50, 51]. As quantified by
M. Reid [37], a necessary condition for EPR entangle-
ment is that at least one quadrature field of one sys-
tem can be inferred through a measurement of the same
quadrature at the other system, with a precision that is
smaller than the single-system ground state uncertainty.
The EPR paradox can also be presented as Schro¨dinger’s
‘steering effect’ [32] as discussed in [52] and graphically
described in [53]. EPR-entangled states having Gaussian
quantum statistics are also called ‘two-mode-squeezed
states’. Their Wigner function is positive, but they be-
long to the class of ‘nonclassical states’ because their P-
function [54, 55] can not be interpreted as a classical
mixture of coherent states [53, 56].
EPR-ENTANGLED MOTION OF TWO MASSIVE
OBJECTS
This section discusses the realization of an EPR-
entangled state of motion of two closely located
pendulum-suspended mirrors of 0.1 kg, building on ear-
lier work in the context of gravitational-wave detec-
tors [27, 28]. The physical concepts for the generation
of the EPR entangled motion of these two mirrors are
described, as well as requirements on classical noise re-
duction, and entanglement verification.
EPR-entangled mirror motion in a Michelson
interferometer
Let us consider a Michelson interferometer having two
end mirrors that are individually suspended as pendula,
as shown in Fig. 2. For the sake of simplicity, let the
pendulum motions initially be in their quantum ground
states. Monochromatic, continuous-wave laser light in
a coherent state is injected into one input port, splits
at a balanced beam splitter, travels along the arms, is
retro-reflected and perfectly overlaps at the beam split-
ter. The differential arm length is such that all light is
retro-reflected towards the light source, while the sec-
ond interferometer output port is thus at a dark fringe.
The quantum states of the electro-magnetic fields leav-
ing the two interferometer ports are sent to balanced
homodyne detectors performing ideal measurements of
one field quadrature at a time. The measurement at
the dark port provides information about the differen-
tial mode of mirror motion; the one at the bright port
provides information about the common mode of mirror
motion. The homodyne angles constitute parameters to
optimize the information transfer about either the joint
mirror position or the joint mirror momentum, or a lin-
ear combination of the two. Generally, any such mea-
surement provides information about both mechanical
observables. The momentum is deduced from the dif-
ference of two subsequent position values. Note, that a
Michelson interferometer is the natural setup for the gen-
eration of EPR entangled mirror motion, since the two
output ports inherently provide information about the
two joined quantities in inequality (2).
Due to reflection of the light, neither the motional
quantum states of the pendula nor the light beams re-
main in their respective states, and instead the optical
fields and the mechanical mirror motion become coupled,
in the following way. When light in one interferometer
arm is reflected from the mirror, its phase at the beam
splitter is first influenced by the position of the mirror.
In addition, the time derivative of the phase at the beam
splitter is influenced by the momentum of the mirror.
(Note, that a change of the light’s amplitude quadra-
ture due to mirror momentum can be neglected, since
the mirror speed is always much smaller than the speed
of light.) Next, the reflection transfers momentum from
the light to the mirror, which is called radiation pressure
and which leads to an excitation of the motional mirror
states, affecting both its position and momentum.
Since the light’s amplitude and phase quadratures, as
well as the mirror’s position and momentum, have quan-
tum uncertainties, the coupling leads to entanglement
between the reflected light and the mirror motion, which
can be observed if the state’s purity is sufficiently high
[57]. Finally, the entanglement of the two light/mirror-
systems has to be ‘swapped’ to entanglement of the two
mirrors, by detecting the interference results of the two
light fields leaving the interferometer with balanced ho-
modyne detectors [25]. This detection simply provides
information about how the initial systems are related to
each other. Entanglement is not destroyed because no
measurement on individual systems is performed. For
instance, one detector collects information about the dif-
5Figure 2: (color online). Illustration of the Michelson inter-
ferometer setup for the generation of an EPR entangled mo-
tion of two massive mirrors that are suspended as pendula.
If the mirrors are well isolated from the environment, radi-
ation pressure leads to entanglement between the motion of
the mirror and the field quadratures of the reflected light field
in each arm. Superimposing the two light fields and balanced
homodyne detection at the two output ports (1, 2) enable
entanglement swapping that continuously generates an EPR
entangled motion of the mirrors. Residual coupling to the en-
vironment continuously destroys the entanglement, such that
the entanglement will be present continuously but only over
some finite short time interval. To achieve the required state
purity at nonzero temperatures, conditional states of motion
need to be defined (see main text) – Courtesy of Alexander
Franzen.
ferential mechanical phase quadrature, and the other de-
tector collects information about the sum of the mechan-
ical amplitude quadratures. Both measurements are con-
tinuously performed using balanced homodyne detectors,
and the recorded data streams are part of the verification
process of the mirror entanglement.
The simple Michelson topology with two balanced ho-
modyne detectors as shown in Fig. 2 is in principle suf-
ficient for the generation of entangled mirror motion. In
practice, however, using the simple Michelson interfer-
ometer is too demanding to provide a sufficiently low
decoherence level. Two different proposals were made to
reduce the information loss to the environment. The first
approach is putting an optical cavity with a long lifetime
around the optomechanical system [17, 19, 58]. The sec-
ond approach is making sure that the majority of the
information that leaves the optomechanical system is ac-
cessible and measured with appropriate detectors [27, 28].
Similar to the procedure of entanglement swapping, this
data stream then needs to be incorporated in the process
of defining an optomechanical state, that is of high purity
when ‘conditioned’ on this data (see further down).
This work uses the second approach. In order to
increase the photon radiation pressure coupling to the
heavy mirrors, optical cavities are also incorporated in
the Michelson interferometer. But here the lifetimes
of the cavities are rather short to avoid a reduction of
the information flow from the optomechanical system re-
quired for conditioning. In the system model the cav-
ities can thus be adiabatically eliminated [27]. As al-
ready used in the gravitational wave detector GEO 600,
retro-reflecting cavity mirrors in the two interferometer
output ports are suitable to realize resonant light-power
and signal enhancements, so-called ‘power-recycling’ and
‘signal-recycling’ [59, 60].
Proposal of an interferometer topology to increase
the feasibility of mirror entanglement
This work proposes a new interferometer topology for
the generation of mirror entanglement, as shown in Fig. 3.
Each mirror constitutes the common end mirror of its
own Michelson interferometer. The two dark port output
fields of the interferometers are overlapped at an addi-
tional balanced beam splitter and the two resulting fields
sent to two balanced homodyne detectors. First of all,
a feature of the proposed topology is that the two mir-
rors are placed close to each other, face to face, which
might be essential for yet-to-be-defined tests of macro-
scopic quantum mechanics. This way, a system is real-
ized in which the one-dimensional motions point along a
common axis. In order to achieve a stable face to face
operation point, the proposed topology offers practical
advantages compared to the version of the Michelson in-
terferometer that only has folded arms. Since each mirror
is the common end mirror of a Michelson interferome-
ter, the classical radiation pressure fluctuations, which
are due to a fluctuating light power and which acceler-
ate the mirrors’ centers of mass, cancel out. Similarly,
the effective DC radiation pressure force on the two mir-
rors also cancels out, which facilitates reaching the op-
erational point of the interferometer when switching on
the laser. Perfect cancellation requires that both beams
hit the mirror at precisely opposite sides. Experimentally
this is achieved by using light that is transmitted through
the mirror and by maximizing the interference contrast
between transmitted and reflected light [62, 63]. More in-
formation about the proposed mirror properties is given
in the caption of Fig. 3. Another important practical ad-
vantage of the new topology is that both output fields are
‘dark’, i.e., in case of perfect interference contrast, com-
pletely free from any carrier light and thus free from laser
noise. (In reality, the contrast will not be perfect; the in-
terferometers will also have unequal arm lengths, and it
will be necessary to stabilize laser light power and fre-
quency to some degree.) Furthermore, since the output
fields are dim, they can be easily tomographically anal-
ysed by conventional balanced homodyne detectors. In
contrast, the analysis of bright fields with such detectors
is demanding since they require a local oscillator power
6Figure 3: (color online). Proposed Michelson-type setup for
EPR entanglement generation. Two test mass mirrors are
suspended using fibres (small circles), as is the platform that
supports all other components. Each test mass is used as the
joined end mirror of a Michelson interferometer. This con-
figuration balances the light beams’ DC radiation pressure
forces, which reduces the transient response when the laser
is switched on. The two mirrors are located close to each
other, which improves the setup’s sensitivity to gravitational
induced state reduction [3–6, 30]. The dashed light beams
inside the mirrors depict light paths that are guided through
bore holes. Altogether, there are still just two optical read-
outs, which can both be operated close to an interferometer
dark fringe, to reduce the light power on the photo diodes.
The mirrors have at least one convex surface, are coated on
both sides and are operated as off-resonant cavities, which
reduces the number of coating layers whose thermally excited
motion is directly sensed by the light beams [61]. Chang-
ing the laser frequency and/or the mirror temperature allows
one to change the mirror transmission. Non-zero transmis-
sion is helpful to excite a Sagnac mode for aligning the setup
[62, 63]. Stabilizing the mirror etalons to off-resonance might
be realized by Pound-Drever-Hall locking [59] and a phase
modulation frequency at about half the etalons’ free spec-
tral range. In general, the mirror etalons will have different
lengths, but for reasonable finesse values the off-resonance
conditions should always be simultaneously achievable. To
increase the opto-mechanical coupling, power- and signal-
recycling mirrors (PRM, SRM) are used to establish cavi-
ties [59, 60]. The cavities have rather large bandwidths, such
that information about the optomechanical state can still be
efficiently detected at the balanced homodyne detectors for
entanglement swapping and state conditioning.
that exceeds the signal beam power by much more than
an order of magnitude; and homodyne detectors use PIN
photodiodes, which can only handle powers of up to 100
mW at best.
Another interesting feature of the proposed topology
is that, in general, it not only allows for measurements
on the joint but also on the individual mirror motions.
In this case the final beam splitter in front of the sig-
Figure 4: (color online). Equivalence of the quantum noise
ports in the simple cavity-enhanced Michelson interferome-
ter (a) and the (unfolded) topology proposed here (b). In
both cases, the optical path lengths are controlled such that
light beams represented by thin lines do not contain carrier
light. The circles represent uncertainties of the optical states
in phase space. Label C represents the uncertainty of the
mode that is relevant for the measurement of the common
mode of mirror motion. This uncertainty beats with the car-
rier light (of total power Pin) in such a way that the quan-
tum noise is correlated in both interferometer arms. Label
D represents the uncertainty of the mode that is relevant for
the measurement of the differential mode of mirror motion.
It beats with the carrier light in such a way that the quan-
tum noise is anti-correlated in both interferometer arms. The
smaller circles represent vacuum states. The slightly larger
circles indicate entanglement with the common or differen-
tial modes of mirror motion, respectively. Black bars either
represent high-reflectivity mirrors or balanced beam splitters.
PBS: polarising beam splitter; in combination with the Fara-
day rotator it removes the spatial degeneracy of input and
retro-reflected light in case of the simple Michelson interfer-
ometer. Both setups have further ports, but they are not
relevant in terms of the light’s quantum noise. (a): Further
modes that enter the PBS are either orthogonally polarised
or leave the setup towards the left. (b): Quantum noise that
enters the open port of the first beam splitter is eventually
retro-reflected or reflected towards the left.
nal recycling mirrors in Fig. 3 needs to be bypassed.
Further down an interferometric method to realize fast
switching between the bypass and no-bypass conditions
7is discussed. In contrast to previously proposed entan-
glement verification schemes, the possibility of individual
mirror quantum state tomography might open a straight-
forward way of verifying motional entanglement.
Although the new interferometer topology is quite
different from a single, cavity-enhanced Michelson
interferometer considered in previous works, its pho-
ton radiation pressure noise is described by the same
equation, and the observables measured by the two
balanced homodyne detectors are not changed. In
particular, the number of effective open ports through
which modes in vacuum states enter the interferometer
does not change. Fig. 4 illustrates the equivalence of the
single Michelson interferometer and the topology of the
proposed topology in terms of quantum measurement
noise and quantum back-action noise, which are both
given by the overall light power used to sense the mirror
motions, and the relevant ports of the topology.
High-purity motional states conditioned on
information collected from continuous measurements
in the past
The observation of distinct quantum effects usually re-
quires small couplings to the environment, i.e. systems
in rather pure quantum states. The usual approach to
generate (unconditionally) pure mechanical and optome-
chanical states uses high-quality mechanical oscillators
in combination with low-linewidth optical cavities. In
past years, optical cooling via anti-Stokes scattering of
light [64–69] was investigated as a useful tool for reach-
ing the motional ground state of mechanical oscillators
[11, 12]. It requires the sideband-resolved regime [70],
i.e. a cavity linewidth much smaller than the mechanical
frequency. Furthermore, the generation of uncondition-
ally pure nonclassical states of motion requires an op-
tomechanical decay rate smaller than the optomechanical
coupling rate, the so-called strong coupling regime [13].
For massive mirrors, sideband-resolved optical cooling as
well as reaching the strong coupling regime are unfeasi-
ble, because of the low mechanical eigenfrequencies and
the low optomechanical coupling rate. The solution is
the conditional generation of high-purity optomechanical
states. The mathematical description of this approach
was presented in [27, 28, 30] and reviewed in [71].
Using the approach of conditional generation of pure
mechanical states, displaced minimum uncertainty states
(coherent states) as well as highly pure nonclassical
mechanical states can be generated via optomechanical
interaction outside the sideband-resolved and strong
coupling regimes. The necessary requirement is that
the information that leaves the optomechanical system
is not lost to the thermal bath but collected via highly
precise photo-electric detection. Let’s consider again
the two balanced homodyne detectors in the output
ports of the interferometer. The detected quadrature
Figure 5: (color online). Phase space uncertainties of the com-
mon (a) and differential (b) mirror motion. The full shaded
areas represent the highly mixed unconditional states, which
are connected to the thermal bath and driven by unwanted
fluctuating driving forces acting on the mirrors. The darker
and smaller ellipses represent the pure conditional motional
states. Conditioning on information collected from contin-
uous measurements in the past, which provide information
about the joint position and momentum, effectively ‘removes’
the random walk produced by stochastic excitations. The
conditional states can be almost pure, depending on the pre-
cision of the information collected. The classical noise needs
to be below the standard quantum limit over some band of the
Fourier spectrum. The common and differential mirror mo-
tions are projected into squeezed states. If their phase-space
orientations are different, the overall conditional state corre-
sponds to the optical analogy in Fig. 1, and the two mirrors
are prepared in an (conditional) EPR entangled state [27, 28].
amplitudes of the output light contain information
about the mirror motions. The dark port detector
might be optimized to collect information about the
differential mirror momentum (pˆA − pˆB), and the bright
port detector to collect information about the sum of
the positions (xˆA + xˆB). The distinction of whether
momentum or position is efficiently collected is made by
the measurement strength. The optimum measurement
strategy for momentum requires less back-action, which
can for example be realized by detecting an optical
quadrature angle different from the usual phase quadra-
ture. The continuous measurements not only perform
the entanglement swapping as discussed earlier, but
also allow for reconstructing the classical phase-space
trajectories of the joint mirror motion – if a precise
noise model for the setup allows one to optimally
estimate mirror motion using Wiener filtering (in case
of stationary colored noise) or Kalman filtering (in case
of white noise) [28]. The motional states are ‘pure’ if
conditioned on this classical phase-space information.
Such states are also called ‘posteriori’ states. The
mechanical quadrature amplitudes for which the most
precise information are collected become ‘squeezed’. The
overall motional state shows two-mode squeezing and
thus EPR entanglement. The measurement frequency,
which is directly connected to the measurement precision
8[28, 71], needs to be higher than the coupling rate to
the thermal bath. As shown in [27], this requirement
is met if classical noise sources including thermal noise
are below the spectral density of the standard quantum
limit over some finite Fourier frequency band. Fig. 5
visualizes the effect of such conditional state preparation.
Noise requirements for the proposed setup and the
standard quantum limit
The main purpose of the new interferometer topol-
ogy proposed here is to make the generation of EPR-
entangled motion of two heavy mirrors feasible within a
small setup. This section presents a quantitative analy-
sis of the noise requirements. As it was shown in [27],
force noise acting on the masses as well as sensing noise
need to be sufficiently low, whereby the standard quan-
tum limit (SQL) sets an important reference level. The
SQL is a consequence of Heisenberg’s uncertainty relation
and refers to the sensitivity that can be achieved in the
continuous measurement of an observable that does not
commute with itself at different times. It constitutes an
important reference for the sensitivity of a laser interfer-
ometer whose purpose is the measurement of an external
force through the displacement x of its mirrors. Since the
susceptibility of the mirrors to the external force depends
on the Fourier frequency (sideband frequency), the SQL
is usually given as a (one-sided) power spectral density,
normalized to m2/Hz. A laser interferometer is said to be
at the SQL at sideband angular frequency Ω = 2pif >0,
if, for zero external force, the spectral density is solely
due to the quantum noise of the circulating light that is
in a minimum uncertainty Gaussian state, and measure-
ment noise and back-action noise are uncorrelated as well
as balanced [72–74] (see also the short discussion in the
introduction of Ref. [63]). If the susceptibility of the mir-
rors correspond to that of a free mass, the (‘free-mass’)
SQL reads [29, 72]
SfmSQLx (Ω) =
2h¯
mΩ2
. (5)
where m is the mass, whose displacement x probes exter-
nal forces. In a simple Michelson interferometer (Fig. 2)
as well as in the setup shown in Fig. 3, m corresponds
to the reduced mass m = m0/2, where m0 is the mass
of one mirror, and x corresponds to the differential dis-
placement xA − xB . If the susceptibility of the mirrors
corresponds to that of a harmonic oscillator, the (‘har-
monic oscillator’) SQL reads
ShoSQLx (Ω) =
2h¯
m| − Ω2 + Ω20 + iΩΩ0Q |
, (6)
where Ω0 is the oscillator’s resonance frequency and Q
its quality factor.
As shown in Refs. [27, 28], the SQL represents an im-
portant reference for the possibility of generating condi-
tional EPR-entanglement of the motion of two mirrors.
It can be generated in the presence of excess noise (clas-
sical noise) – but only if the sum of all classical noise
spectral densities is below the SQL over some finite fre-
quency band.
Figure 6: (color online). Example noise spectral densities of
the interferometer shown in Fig. 3, normalized to differential
mirror displacement [75, 76] for mirror masses of 0.1 kg being
suspended from 30 cm long fibers. Back-action noise and shot
noise are calculated for a light power of 1 kW in each interfer-
ometer arm, and for a signal-recycling gain of 2000 in power.
The standard quantum limit (SQL) is given for the actual os-
cillator (solid line) as well as for the corresponding free-mass
system (dashed). The peaked curve directly below the curve
‘back action noise’ shows the pendulum thermal noise spec-
trum at 4 K. The horizontal line below the ‘shot noise’ shows
the targeted level of the total ‘classical sensing noise’ [28] be-
ing dominated by coating thermal noise. This level might be
achievable at 4 K (see main text). In the example shown, the
SQL is achieved at about 300 Hz. Pendulum thermal noise as
well as classical sensing noise are below the SQL from about
80 to 2000 Hz, providing a large margin for the generation of
conditional motional EPR entanglement [27, 28]. Note that
the momentum readout requires less back-action and the SQL
needs to be achieved at a slightly lower frequency [27], which
can be achieved by a lower signal-recycling gain for the mo-
mentum read out in Fig. 3 or by detecting the output field
using a quadrature angle that does not correspond to the
intra-interferometer phase quadrature.
Fig. 6 shows the square root of the free-mass SQL
(dashed) for the setup in Fig. 3 with mirrors of mass
m0 = 0.1 kg, as well as the oscillator SQL when the mir-
rors are suspended as pendulums of length L = 30 cm
with a mechanical quality of Q = 2·107, as for instance
realized in [77].
Fig. 6 also shows the square roots of the setup’s quan-
tum measurement (shot noise) and back-action spectral
densities for a total light power of P = 4 kW (1 kW on
each of the four mirror surfaces), and a signal recycling
gain of GSR ≈ 4/t2SR = 2000, where 1 − t2SR = 99.8% is
the signal recycling mirror’s reflectivity. The total cir-
9culating light power might be generated using an input
power of 2 W and a power-recycling mirror reflectivity of
99.8% as well. The spectral density is calculated follow-
ing the work in Refs. [75, 76]. Approximated for sideband
frequencies much smaller than the signal-recycling cavity
linewidth, it reads
SSNx = e
−2r h¯c
2
2ωPGSR
. (7)
Here, r is the squeezing parameter [56] of pure squeezed
vacuum states that are injected into the signal output
ports, mode-matched to the output fields, and phase-
controlled such that the shot-noise is squeezed, i.e. re-
duced [78]. Since 2010 squeezed light has been regularly
used for the same purpose in the gravitational wave de-
tector GEO 600 [79, 80], and was also successfully tested
in one of the LIGO detectors [81]. For a squeezing
strength of 10 dB (e−2r = 0.1) [82–84], the light power
requirement reduces by a factor of ten in order to achieve
the SQL (at a given sideband frequency).
The quantum back-action noise, again approximated
for small sideband frequencies, then reads [75, 76]
SRPNx (Ω) =
e2r
m2| − Ω2 + Ω20 + iΩΩ0Q |2
2h¯ωPGSR
c2
. (8)
The peaked curve directly below the ‘back action noise’
in Fig. 6 represents the thermal noise spectral density of
the pendulum for viscous damping [85], and for a tem-
perature of T = 4 K and mechanical quality of Q = 2·107,
according to
SPenx (Ω) =
1
m2| − Ω2 + Ω20 + iΩΩ0Q |2
4mΩ0kBT
Q
. (9)
It represents ‘classical force noise’ [28] that results in
decoherence of the mirror’s centre of mass motion, and
that needs to be as low as possible. Again, the equa-
tion provides the one-sided spectrum, m is the reduced
mass, and x corresponds to the differential displacement.
Classical power fluctuations of the laser light as well as
seismic noise further contribute to force noise. Here, it is
assumed the latter can be made insignificant by modern
laser stabilization techniques [86] and isolation systems
[? ], respectively.
The lowest horizontal line in Fig. 6 represents the de-
sired goal for the total ‘classical sensing noise’ [28] of
about 5 · 10−21m/√Hz. For simplicity a white spectrum
is plotted, although its major constituents have a colored
spectrum. Sensing noise is a consequence of optical loss,
mirror internal thermal noise, and mirror coating ther-
mal noise, which is expected to be the dominant con-
tribution in this setup [87]. The sensing noise level as-
sumed here requires coating thermal noise that is about
two orders of magnitude lower than the one calculated
in Ref. [88] for a 1 g mirror at room temperature and for
a laser beam diameter of 1 mm. The aimed reduction
seems realistic. The lower temperature provides one or-
der of magnitude reduction. The larger dimensions of the
mirrors should allow for an increased laser beam diame-
ter to about 3 mm, providing another order of magnitude
in the reduction of coating thermal noise [88]. Recent
progress in the development of crystalline mirror coat-
ings [89] and crystalline monolithic mirrors [90] will ad-
ditionally help reduce coating thermal noise. Apart from
coating thermal noise, optical absorption of laser light is
a crucial issue. The absorption needs to be low enough
to allow for an operation around 4 K to keep the assump-
tions in Fig. 6 valid. Low-absorption coatings and new
ways of removing the heat from the suspended mirrors
need to be developed, which is also a timely challenge
for the development of cryogenic gravitational wave de-
tectors [91]. The application of squeezed vacuum states
of light will help to reduce the power requirements and
amount of heat deposited in the mirrors. If the spectral
densities shown in Fig. 6 can be realized, the ratio of the
frequencies at which the sensing noise and the force noise
intersects the SQL will be as high as 25 > 2, where 2 is
the critical value above which the generation of mirror
entanglement is possible [27, 28].
Verification of the EPR entangled motion
In the experiment proposed here, the entangled mo-
tion is continuously generated over a finite time-interval.
After the entanglement generation stage has been com-
pleted, a period of free evolution might follow, terminated
by a measurement that verifies the successful entangle-
ment generation. Miao et al. proposed and analysed in
detail a feasible verification stage [30]. To realize a phase
of free evolution they suggested either turning off the
light, or alternatively evading its back action. Back ac-
tion is effectively evaded by (continuously) reading out
the quadrature that is responsible for the radiation pres-
sure noise, which does not contain information about the
oscillators’ position, and by taking this data into account
during the verification stage. The verification stage, in
fact, uses data from the same balanced homodyne de-
tectors that are also used for evading back-action during
free evolution and for generating the entanglement. Miao
et al. showed that the mechanical oscillator’s position
and momentum at time t can be inferred from data af-
ter t. In particular, they showed that this inference can
reach the required sub-Heisenberg accuracy if the time-
dependence of the local-oscillator phase as well as the
weighting of the data collected at different times are op-
timized. The result is a reconstructed quantum state of
the (entangled) mechanical oscillators, which allows en-
tanglement verification if the expectation values of the
conditionally prepared states are known and if all noise
sources are Markovian [30]. (In an actual experiment
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not all noise sources will be Markovian, however, ac-
cording to [30], their main findings will not change for
non-Markovian noise.) The proposed sequence of condi-
tional entanglement generation, its free evolution, and a
final measurement for verification is thus initiated and
executed by changing the local oscillator phases in the
balanced homodyne detectors. To verify successful gen-
eration of motional EPR entanglement, the full process
of entanglement generation, free evolution and measure-
ment needs to be repeated many times in order to collect
statistical data. Note, that all information collected is
information about the joint mirror motion.
The duration of the entanglement generation as well
as the (conventional) decoherence time are connected to
characteristic frequencies [30], that can be deduced from
the quantum and thermal noise spectral densities. In
particular, the initially generated entanglement will be
decohered if the period of free evolution is greater than
τF , which is given by the inverse of the angular fre-
quency at which the force noise intersects the SQL. If
the requirements in Fig. 6 are met, entanglement can
be observed if the period of free evolution is shorter
than τF ≈ 1/(2pi 80 Hz) ≈ 2 ms. The observation of a
shorter decoherence time might point towards unconven-
tional decoherence processes. The minimal period re-
quired for entanglement generation τq is related to the
inverse of angular frequency at which the back-action
noise intersects the SQL. The data in Fig. 6 thus requires
τq > 1/(2pi 230 Hz) ≈ 0.7 ms. The optimum duration of
the verification stage τV is given in [30], and always ful-
fills τq < τV < τF .
The measurements for the entanglement verification
procedure that are outlined above and that were pro-
posed and analysed in detail in [30] are suitable for the
interferometer topology proposed here. The setup in
Fig. 3, however, might also allow for the measurement
of the positions and momenta of the individual mirrors –
if the final beam splitter were removed. Such a measure-
ment would be in direct analogy to the EPR gedanken
experiment. After entanglement has been generated the
verification stage then requires bypassing the final beam
splitter in Fig. 3 and sending the light fields directly to
balanced homodyne detectors without overlapping them.
Fast switching could, for example, be realized by overlap-
ping the two output fields in Fig. 3 on another balanced
beam splitter. If the relative phase between the two fields
is switched from zero to pi/2, the effect of the preceding
beam splitter can be canceled out. The setup corresponds
to a Mach-Zehnder interferometer that is switched be-
tween bright fringe and half fringe. Fast switching on
0.1 ms timescales would be short enough to initiate the
verification stage within the expected decoherence time.
A feasible approach might be based on a small piezo-
actuated mirror, which is also the approach that intro-
duces minimal optical loss. Even though this experiment
opens the possibility to measure individual mirror mo-
tions, in full analogy to the EPR gedanken experiment,
the processing of the full data set in the verification stage
will still follow the proposal in [30].
CONCLUSION
This work considers the realization of Einstein-
Podolsky-Rosen entangled centre-of-mass motion of two
0.1 kg mirrors that are located close to each other and
that are individually suspended as pendula. The obser-
vation of EPR entangled mirror motion is, first of all,
confirmation of quantum mechanics in the macroscopic
world. But furthermore, the EPR entangled system dis-
cussed in this work might also serve as an interesting
probe system to test predictions of modified quantum
theories that include (nonrelativistic) gravitational ef-
fects, i.e. approaches towards a theory of ‘Newtonian
quantum gravity’. Dio´si and Penrose proposed the ex-
istence of so-called gravity decoherence [3–6]. In this
idea, the proper gravitational field of the system is con-
jectured to introduce decoherence to the system’s mo-
tional state. In particular, a single massive particle in
a motional Schro¨dinger cat state is a sensitive probe to
test gravity decoherence, and experiments have been pro-
posed to realize such a cat state [7]. Although the EPR
entangled state considered in this work reflects a state
with Gaussian statistics and an entirely positive quasi-
probability function (Wigner function), it can in princi-
ple also be used to test the effect of gravity decoherence.
Following Miao et al. [30] the quantum entanglement van-
ishes within a time scale of h¯ divided by self-energy of the
mass-distribution difference and would limit the maximal
free evolution in the experiment discussed here to 1010 s.
Such long times are experimentally not feasible but Miao
et al. found that another potential decoherence mecha-
nism leads to much shorter decoherence times. They con-
sidered decoherence caused by the mutual gravitational
energy among components, which would appear on a mi-
crosecond timescale in the setup discussed here. A test
of such a short decoherence mechanism seems feasible if
the low noise floor of Fig. 6 will be achieved, however,
the rationale of such a decoherence effect seems to be
less intuitive than the original Dio´si-Penrose gravity de-
coherence.
In any case, massive objects that are suspended as
pendula and whose motion is quantum mechanically
entangled are interesting probes of modified quantum
theories. At Fourier frequencies above the pendulum
eigenfrequency, they act as quasi-free falling test masses
of space-time. Most likely, further predictions of modi-
fied quantum theories will be made in future. For some
of them, the system of massive EPR entangled mirrors
discussed here might find application in researching
routes towards a unified theory of quantum gravity.
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